artists management

THE AGENCY
Annapia Lorenzi is a creative boutique agency that
operates in the fields of luxury, advertising, publishing,
technology and fine arts.
We offer innovative solutions that meet the needs and
objectives of brands and their stakeholders, by offering
them artists from the creative world.
We realize communication campaigns, editorial photographic services and independent artistic projects,
using cutting edge techniques such as 3D and AI.
We have a consolidated curatorial activity in the field
of photography, thanks to specific skills in the world
of fine arts.

We focus on creating a strong relationship with artists
in order to develop projects that impact the creative,
cultural and economic change of brands and of the
companies we work with.
We believe that artistic evolution is nourished by the
constant innovation and technological stimuli that are
integrated and linked to the history and roots of the art
world, culture, photography and video art.
We operate in Italy and abroad by collaborating with selected partners. The talents we represent in the world
of photography, creative direction, 3D, artificial intelligence and video art, are all based in Europe.

FASHION & CREATIVE CONSULTANT

STEFANO CANULLI

FABIANA CLAVARIO

MILVA GIGLI

Stefano Canulli is an Illustrator, Costume Designer and Art Director. His drawings were
presented at the MoMa. Stefano began his
career with Piero Tosi as well as with Mauro
Pagano for theatre and opera costumes.
He then developed privileged links with the
finest Roman Couture Houses such as Roberto Capucci, Valentino, both as illustrator
and artistic director of adv campaigns. In the
1980s he signed mythical covers of Vanity.
In 1992, Thierry Mugler called on him for his
unique “hand” and Stefano began an intense
collaboration for Mugler’s House entire Couture for creation, adv campaigns (for Angel,
A-Men, Alien, Alien-Men, Aura).
In 2003 and 2006, he renewed the costume
design for Cirque du Soleil Las Vegas permanent shows Zumanity and Love. In 2010
Stefano created all the costumes of the Viva
Elvis show. In 2014, he signed Mugler’s exceptional new cabaret, 500 costumes and make-up for The Wyld ‘s in Friedrichstadt-Palast,
Berlin. In 2018, he signed the house Valentino’s illustrations for the Haute Couture adv
campaign FW 2018/19.

Fabiana is a make up designer and teacher,
an Art Director of make up for fashion shows,
a product consultant for cosmetic companies,
editorials, commercials, red carpet worldwide. She has had an exclusive contract for six
years with Max Factor NY. She has collaborated in international press and advertising
campaigns as next to famous photographers.

Milva Gigli is a fashion consultant.
In the early 80s she moved to London and
then Berlin where she discovered the Underground culture which opened to her a new
world and a new vision. Back in Milan, after
attended the Maragoni school, she felt ready
for start her career in styling. The first editorial
experiences were for Donna Magazine and
then a collaboration with Elle Italia.
In the meantime, she worked on collaborations for international magazines and as a
consultant for adv campaigns. She had the
honor of working with photographers of undisputed fame such as Helmut Newton.
In the 90s Milva moved to NewYork to attend
a workshop on Filmmaking at NY Film Academy. In 1997 she started a collaboration with
D la Repubblica that after, led her, to becoming the Deputy Editor in Chief.
She worked also for fashion shows for brands
ranging from the Victor Bellaish, to Etro or
Roberto Cavalli. Since 2019 Milva Gigli have
resumed her role as a contributor for D la Repubblica and therefore as an image consultant for other clients as well.

CLIENTS: L’Oreal, Pantene, Bio Etyc, Rimmel,
Gianfranco Ferrè,Dove, Max Factor, Giorgio
Armani, Oil of Olaz, Collistar, Bulgari profumo,
Brunello Cucinelli, La Perla, Borsalino, Stone
Island, Valentino, Pinko, Timberland, Tim, Sky,
Vodafone, Samsung, Breil, Swatch, Luxottica,
BMW, just to mention a few.
FASHION SHOWS: Giorgio Armani, Emporio
Armani uomo, EA7, Vivienne Westwood, Etro,
Krizia, Armani prive, Richmond, C.P. Company,
Twin Set Milano, Brunello Cucinelli, Lanvin.
EDITORIAL: Vogue Italia/Japan/France/Beauty, Uomo Vogue, Vanity Fair, Elle Italia/Germany, Marie Claire, A, Grazia, BMM, Bergdorf
Goodman, Neiman Marcus, GQ.

STEFANO CANULLI
click for stefanocanulli.art

FABIANA CLAVARIO
click for @fabianaclavario

MILVA GIGLI
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CONCTACT US!
ANNAPIA LORENZI
annapialorenzi@annapialorenzi.com
ARIANNA GRAVA
arianna@annapialorenzi.com
ROBERTA BORTOLLI
roberta@annapialorenzi.com
LAURA LUONGO
laura@annapialorenzi.com

@annapialorenzi
annapialorenzi.com

